
The present invention relates to an organic LED element sequentially including: a transparent 

substrate; a scattering layer; a first electrode; an organic layer; and a second electrode, in 

which the scattering layer includes a first glass material and a second glass material dispersed 

in the first glass material and having a different refractive index from the first glass material. 



We claim: 

1. An organic LED element sequentially comprising: 

a transparent substrate; 

a scattering layer; 

a first electrode; 

an organic layer, and 

a second electrode, 

wherein the scattering layer includes a first glass material and a second glass 

material dispersed in the first glass material and having a different irfi-active index from 

the first glass material. 

2. The organic LED element according to claim 1, wherein the scattering layer 

comprises SiOi-B^Os-BiaOs-ZnO-based glass, and the second glass material contains 

SiOz or B2O3 of which the contents are larger and BiiOa of which the content is smaller 

Lhan the first glass material in terms of mol°/o on the basis of oxides. 

3. The organic LED element according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the scattering 

layer comprises a glass containing, in terms of mol% on the basis of oxides, SiOa of 

0.1-14%, BizOs of 10-28%, BaOj of 15-63%, ZnO of 14-50%, PjOs of 0-20%, and 

the sum of LizO, NaiO and KaO of 0-6%. 

4. The organic LED element according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the 

first electrode is a transparent electrode. 



5. A glass frit for a scattering layer of an organic LED element, comprising at 

least powder of first glass and powder of second glass, 

wherein the first glass has a refractive index of 1.80 or more which is measured 

at 25X by d line of a He lamp (wavelength of 587.6 nm), 

the second glass contains SiOj or B2O3 of which the contents are larger and 

Bi203 of which the content is smaller than the first ^ass in terms of mol% on the basis 

of oxides, and 

a ratio of the powder of the first glass in the glass fiit is 70~99 volumc%. 

6. The glass ftit for a scattering layer of an or^;anic LED element acconiing to 

claim 5, wherein the first glass is glass containing, in termis of mol% on the basis of 

oxides, BkCh of 15-28%, B2O3 of 15-60%, ZnO of 20-50%, P2O5 of 0-20%, the sum 

of LiaO, NaiO and K2O of 0-2%, the sum of TiOs and WO3 of 0-12%. ZrOi of 0-5%, 

and the sum of MgO, CaO, SrO and BaO of 0-10%. 

7. The glass frit for a scattering layer of an organic LED element according to 

claim 5 or 6, wherein the second glass is a glass containing, in terms of moI% on the 

basis of oxides, SiOj of 18-45%, B2O3 of 40-70%, the sum of LijO, NaaO and KjO of 

9-18%, and ZnO of 0-15%. 

8. A method for manufacturing a scattering layer of an organic LED element, the 

method comprising forming a scattering layer using the glass fiit for a scattering layer 

of an organic LED element according to any one of claims 5 to 7. 

9. An organic LED element sequentially comprising: 

a transparent substrate; 
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a scattering layer; 

a first electrode; 

an organic layer; and 

a second electrode, 

wherein the scattering layer includes a first glass material and a second glass 

material dispersed in the first glass material and having a diflfereat refiractive index firom 

the first glass material, and 

the scattering layer contains, in terms of mol% on the basis of oxides, B2O3 of 

15-63%, BijOs of 10-37%, ZnO of 10-50%, SiOz of 0-20%, AI2O3 of 0-10%. PjOs of 

0-20%, Zr02 of 0-5%, GdjOs of 0-10%, TiOj of 0-13%, the sum of Li20, Na20 and 

K2O of 0-2%, and the sum of MgO, CaO, SrO and BaO of 0-10%. 

10. The organic LED clement according to claim 9, wherein the first glass material 

contains, in terms of mol% on the basis of oxides, B2O3 of 15-^3%, Bi203 of 15-37%, 

ZnO of 5-50%, SiOz of 0-20%. AI2O3 of 0-10%, P2O5 of 0-20%, Zr02 of 0-5%, 

Gd203 of 0-10%, Ti02 of 0-15%, the sum of LiaO, Na20 andKjO of 0-2%, the sum of 

MgO, CaO, SrO and BaO of 0-10%, wherein a value obtained by dividing the content 

of P2O5 by the content of ZnO is less than 0.48, the sum of the contents of P2O5 and 

B2O3 is 30-60%, and the content of P2OJ is 10% or less when the sum of the contents of 

P2OS and B2O3 exceeds 50%. 

11, The organic LED element according to claim 9 or 10, wherein the second glass 

material contains, in terms of mol% on the basis of oxides, SiOj or B2O3 of which the 

contents are larger and Bi203 of which the content is smaller than the first glass 

material, and contains B2O3 of 15-55%, Bi203 of 10-28%, ZnO of 10-50%, Si02 of 

0-20%, AI2O3 of 0-10%, P2O5 of 0-20%, ZrOa of 0-5%, GdaOj of 0-10%, Ti02 of 



0-5%, the sum of LiaO, NajO and K2O of 0-2%, and the sum of MgO, CaO, SrO and 

BaOofO-10%. 

12. A glass ftit for a scattering layer of an organic LED element, comprising at 

least powder of first glass and powder of second glass, 

wherein the first glass has a refractive index of 1.80 or more which is measured 

at 25''C by d line of a He lamp (wavelength of 587.6 nm), 

the second glass contains Si02 or B2O3 of which the contents are larger and 

BijOj of which the content is smaller than the first glass in trams of mol% on the basis 

of oxid^, and 

a ratio of the powder of the first glass in the glass fiit is 15~99 volume%. 

13. The glass firit for a scattering layer of an or^nic LED element according to 

claim 12, wherein the first glass contains, in terms of mol% on the basis of oxides, B2O3 

of 15-63%, BijOs of 15-37%, ZnO of 5-50%, SiOz of 0-20%, AI2O3 of 0-10%, P2O5 

of 0-20%, Zr02 of 0-5%, Gd203 of 0-10%, TiOj of 0-15%, the sum of LijO, NazO 

and K2O of 0-2%, the sum of MgO, CaO. SrO and BaO of 0-10%, wherein a value 

obtained by dividing the content of P2O5 by the content of ZnO is less than 0.48, the 

sum of the contents of P2O5 and B2O3 is 30-60%, and the content of P2O5 is 10% or less 

when the sum of the contents of P2OS and B2O3 exceeds 50%. 

14. The glass Mt for a scattering layer of an organic LED elemait according to 

claim 12 or 13, wherein the second glass contains, in terms of mol% on the basis of 

oxides, Si02 or B2O3 of which the contents arc larger and Bi203 of which the content is 

smaller than the first glass, and contains B2O3 of 15-55%, BijOs of 10-28%, ZnO of 

10-50%, Si02 of 0-20%, AI2O3 of 0-10%, P2O5 of 0-20%, ZrOj of 0-5%, Gd203 of 



0-10%, TiOj of 0-5%, the sum of LijO, N^O and K2O of 0-2%, and the sum of MgO, 

CaO, SrO and BaO of 0~10%. 

15. A method for manu&cturing a scattering layer of an organic LED element, the 

method comprising fonning a scattering layer using &e glass Mt for a scattering layer 

of a organic UED element according to any one of claims 12 to 14. 
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DESCRIPTION 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to an organic LED clement, a glass frit for a 

scattering layer of an organic LED element, and a method for manufacturing a 

scattering layer of an organic LED element. 

BACKGROUND ART 

Organic LED elements include an organic light emitting layer. There is a 

bottom emission type or a double-side emission type that extracts light, which is 

generated by an organic light emitting layer, outside from a transparent substrate, in 

organic LED elements. 

The amount of light that can be ©ctracted to the outside from oj^anic LED 

element is not more than 20% of the light emission at present. 

Therefore, there is a document that describes improving light extraction 

efficiency by providing a scatterii^ layer comprising a ^ass material in an organic LED 

element (Patent Document 1). 
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